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“Driven software developer dedicated to creating innovative solutions and delivering high‑quality code.”

Personal Profile
Enthusiastic last year BSc student, with a versatile background in web development, now shifting gears towardmobile app development.
Proficient in a diverse range of technologies, including React, Django, NodeJS, Python and now dedicated to mastering mobile development
tools. Mypassion for learning fuelsmy journey intonewtechnologiesandprogramming languages. I bringa track recordof successful independent
work and collaboration within teams, always driven by a commitment to deliver top‑notch, user‑centric solutions. My strong problem‑solving
and communication skills have been honed through a series of projects that I’ve developed and delivered with excellence.

Currently seekingopportunities toapplymyskills in thedynamic fieldofmobile appdevelopment, I’mequally adeptatmanaging soloprojects and
thriving in collaborative team settings. My diverse background in bothweb andmobile development uniquely positionsme to tacklemultifaceted
challenges in the software development domain.

Work Experience
OBSS Ankara, Turkey
IOS Developer Intern July 2023 ‑ Aug 2023
• Collaborated with a dynamic team of fellow interns during a month‑long internship program, which included a one‑week intensive course
followed by a three‑week mobile app development contest

• Designed, developed, and launched a highly functional and user‑friendly iOS mobile application within the contest’s strict timeline..
• Demonstrated exceptional skills and creativity bywinning themobile appdevelopment contest, showcasing expertise in iOS appdevelopment..
• Technical Skills: UIKit, Swift, Interface Builder, CoreData, Alomafire, MVC, Kingfisher
• Soft Skills: Time Management, Communication, Presentation skills.

Education
Gazi University Ankara, Turkey
BSc in Computer Engineering Sept 2019 ‑ Current
• GPA: 3.73

Projects
Mobile Applicaton
Moviebase June 2021 ‑ February 2022
• Moviebase, developed as an internship project, emerged victorious in a contest of innovation and creativity. This app empowers users to
effortlessly create custom movie lists using CoreData for data management, Alamofire for networking, and Kingfisher for image caching. Its
sleek UI is built on Swift and UIKit, ensuring a smooth and delightful experience for movie enthusiasts.

Moviote
Mobile Application July 2022 ‑ February 2023
• Moviote is a dynamic and engaging mobile application that allows users to create and curate their own movie lists, rate movies, and socialize
with other users through community features. Developed using the latest technologies, including Flutter and Cubit state management, the
app is designed for optimal performance and scalability. The project utilizedMongoDB for its robust and reliable database capabilities, and
Django for its powerful backend server. Throughout the development process, we prioritized code readability and re‑usability, resulting in a
well‑organized and easily maintainable codebase.

Compensation Calculator
Web Application April 2022 ‑ May 2022
• Compensation Calculator ‑ A powerful web application designed for employment law attorneys to quickly and accurately calculate compen‑
sation for their clients. Developed using React for the front‑end and Django for the back‑end, the app features an intuitive user interface that
simplifies the complex calculations required by employment law. Key features include a custom middleware for secure one‑on‑one login,
the ability to generate reports in PDF/DOCX formats, and seamless integration with existing legal resources and legislation databases. The app
also utilizes AJAX for fast and responsive HTTP requests.
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